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Two years before her Bluenote album was released in 1962, SHEILA JORDAN
recorded a 10-inch record for the Olmsted label, a recording few knew existed.
That makes COMES LOVE [Capri Record 74164-2] quite a find — 11 tracks of
never heard Jordan performances, and for the most part excellent. The program
is well recorded with jazz classics such as “It Don’t Mean a Thing,” “Ballad of The
Sad Young Men,” “Sleeping Bee” and “Glad to Be Unhappy.” Capri speculates
that the drummer was Ziggy Willman with either Steve Swallow or Gene Perla on
bass, and John Knapp on piano. The backup is professional, and Jordan is in good
voice – even sounding pure at times. Overall, this is a wondrous discovery and a
must for jazz vocal fans.
People who lament the loss of big bands are also, more than likely, missing the
big band era. However, it’s a misstatement that big bands have gone the way of
the dinosaurs. There are perhaps more big bands today than ever before, albeit
without nationwide publicity. I suspect that every edition of Papatamus for the last
five years has covered big band recordings. The latest is a 2019 recording titled
SOUNDSCAPES [MCJ Jazz 1053], with BOB MINTZER and the German WDR Big
Band, Cologne, Germany. Having been the chief conductor of the WDR Band for the
past six years, Mintzer writes: “It is a rare occasion ... that one gets to work with a
band that plays together as regularly as the WDR Band.” Mintzer built much of his
career and hundreds of his recordings on electric and fusion music. He injects some
of that color into the ten tasty originals that make up this big band disc.
CHUCK OWEN has worked for 40 years with the Florida State University system,
including his work with the Jazz Surge big band. To celebrate the band’s 25th year,
Mama Records has issued WITHIN US [Mama Records maa 1057]. On this release,
the Jazz Surge is joined by guest Warren Wolf [vbs]. The CD opens brightly with
Chick Corea’s “Chelsea Shuffle,” one of two non-originals on the set (“Milestones”
being the other). The remaining six originals are loaded with fine soloists including
violinist Sara Caswell, who often brightens the recording. Other soloists include
Steve Wilson [ss], Mark Neuenschwander [b], LaRue Nickerson [gtr], Tami Danielsson
[as], Jerald Shynette [tbn], Jack Wilkins [ts], Clay Jenkins tpt], Danny Gottlieb [drm],
Corey Christiansen [gtr], Tom Brantley [tbn] and Rex Wertz [ts]. Good music and
arrangements, from start to finish.
Singer JACK WOOD is inspired by Jack Jones — a tenor who sings from his throat
as opposed to from his diaphragm. He has recorded as a leader very few times
over the last almost 30 years. His latest recording date is a very credible CD titled
WE WERE LOVERS [Jazz Hang Records ... jhr 101]. Wood is accompanied by
The Salt City Orchestra conducted by Henry Wolking, and Tom Kubis on 13 exquisite
renderings of standards. He’s backed on four tracks by the more than capable
rhythm section of Lenore Raphael [p], Hill Greene [b], Doug MacDonald [gtr] and
Dwayne “Cook” Broadnax [drm].
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DAWN [Antidote Sounds Records ant-2101] is the debut recording from
IRENE JALENTI, a singer who appeared almost 10 years ago on a Todd Marcus
date. Jalenti has a low voice not far from Nina Simone’s, but not quite like hers.
The material on this release, which includes four Jalenti originals, is delivered with
real power. Joining her are Alan Blackman [p], Jeff Reed [b] and Eric Kennedy [drm],
with guests Warren Wolf [vbs], Cristian Perez [gtr] and the much-underrated Sean
Jones [tpt]. A notable debut for Jalenti, with a potentially very strong future ahead.
Vocalist MARIA MULDAUR joins TODD BURDICK [tu] and his nonet Tuba Skinny on
LET’S GET HAPPY TOGETHER [Stony Plain Records....spcd 1429]. The group works
through 12 period pieces with great stories, including music by Lil Armstrong and
Frankie Jaxon. Too often, bands take a hokey approach to this period music. That is
not the case here. The music is played with respect and joy.

JONATHAN BAUER [tpt] is a jazz trumpeter who sings like Chet Baker. On his
newest release, SINGS & PLAYS [Slammin Media Records 710702 360325] –
a short program of seven standards – he evokes the mood of Chet Baker. Bauer
is supported by Alexander Geddes [ts/flt], Mike Clement [gtr], Ryan Hanseler [p],
Axex Dyring [b] and Gerald Watkins, Jr. [drm].

JUNE GARBER sings very nicely on OFF THE CAROUSEL [Vesuvius Music....vml
005], but it is not jazz. Backed by a small pool of musicians, Garber sings eight
standards including “Windmills of Your Mind,” and “When October Goes,” all
produced and arranged by Lou Pomanti. This definitely is one for those of you
who have a taste for good ol’ schmaltz and sentiment.

			
FAITH BRACKENBURY [vln] and TONY BIANCO [drms/bass] got together in spring
of 2021 to record RISING UP [Discus Record 112cd]. Although this is Brackenbury’s
second release, it is the first time I have heard her play. On the first of three improvisations, Brackenbury reminds me, with her slash and burn approach, of Michael
White. The second improvisation starts with the spotlight on Bianco’s bass work. The
third track has Brackenbury backed by Bianco’s machine gun shots on his traps. All in
all, it’s wonderful to hear a new, at least for me, jazz voice on violin.			
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DEXTER GORDON died about 30 years ago, but there is nothing dated about
WILLISAU 1978 [TCB 02452]. Despite familiar tunes such as “Green Dolphin Street,”
The Jumping Blues” and “Hi-Fly,” the music presented on this live 1978 Gordon session is fresh, never-the-less. That is due, in part, to Gordon’s band — George Cables
[p], Rufus Reid [b] and Eddie Gladden [dms]. The music is accompanied with
a 30-page booklet of bilingual notes, ads, and photographs.

WE3 [AUT 072] is the self-titled release of the trio Francesco Chiapperini [bari/b.clt/
synth], Luca Pissavini [violone – a stringed instrument about the size of a bass] and
Stefano Grasso [drm/electronics]. The music is powerful with all three having their
moment to shine, but it is Chiapperini – whose strength with the upper and lower
registers is dominant – who consistently grabs your attention. Riccardo Luppi [ts]
and Simone Quatrana [p], both add-ons, seem to have little effect on the music.

NINA SIMONE’S LITTLE GIRL BLUE [BMG 538671472] has been reissued once
more, this time by RCA. Other than expanded liner notes, this reissue is the same
music and packaging as the original release. Those who expect the grit later associated with Simone may be surprised by the smoothness of this 1955 recording notable for tunes such as “Mood Indigo,” “I Loves You, Porgy” and the title track.
A worthy reissue every ten years.

BGO continues its reissue series, with a JOHNNY MATHIS [bgo 1450] set. This reissue draws on material mostly from 1978. Collectors will want this because there are
four previously unissued tracks, and terrific background and insightful program notes
by Charles Waring, within its 20-page booklet.
			

BGO reissued an odd commercial Flying Dutchman date from 1969 by GEORGE
HARMONICA SMITH AND HIS BLUES BAND [BGO bgocd 1448]. This one is not a
typical reissue from BGO for two reasons — they specialize in pop or jazz, not blues,
and rarely issue a single disc from an LP. I believe this is the only date in a leadership
role that Smith ever issued on Flying Dutchman. Among the nine titles on the disc
are tunes such as “A Letter to The President,” “Ode to Billy Joe,” and “Milk That
Cow.” Sheldon Harris’ original liner notes are reprinted, and John O’Regan’s additional comments fill in the history, to bring it up to date.
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JAZZ MOTIF [no label, 755491 200292] by JILL McCARRON [p] with Paul Gill [b],
Andy Watson [drm] and Will Anderson [as/flt] presents a program of 12 compositions
written by the likes of John Lewis, Sam Jones, Kenny Dorham, Ray Brown, Horace
Silver, Doug Raney, Bud Powell, and others. The recording opens with “All God’s
Chillun Got Rhythm,” which is spirited, with a wonderful solo from Will Anderson.
There are nice solos on “Concorde” with electric piano introduced in the mix. I am
looking forward to more recordings from McCarron and Anderson.
Take note of the compositions and arrangements of DABIN RYU [p] on WALL
[Dabin Ryu Records 195269 089207]. Her playing is strong and gives hint at some
classical training, with nice dramatic touches. She gets support from a pool of nine
musicians who do a fine job of bringing life to her music.

LIVE AT THE MIRA ROOM [no label 19800 100483] is the debut recording for
SAM ROSS. On this too short (under 30 minutes) release, Ross plays acoustic
and electric piano with his trio of Simba Distis [b] and Dr. Mimmi Mured [drm].
The music is light and very appreciated by the audience, on this live date –
local jazz that needs expanding.

MIKE BOGLE is a multi-instrumentalist [keys/tbn] with a new release titled LET
THERE BE LIGHT [MBP Groove 194171 461934]. Bogle is accompanied by
Dana Sudborough [vbs], Andy Barrus [steel pan drm/perc] and Harrell
Bosarge [drm] on five originals, with a notable coloring of vibes and steel pan
on Pee Wee Ellis’ “The Chicken.” Over the years I have come to appreciate
the attractive sound of steel drum in the jazz mix, as it is here. Unfortunately,
the group tries for commercial appeal by adding one vocal track. Forgettable.
CHARLOTTE KEEFFE [tpt] is featured on RIGHT HERE RIGHT NOW (Discus
107CD) in solo, duo, and quartet performances with the London Improvisers
Orchestra. Fair or unfair, I immediately thought of Wadada Leo Smith. Both
come from different traditions, with Keeffe sounding less polished. A new
trumpeter with ideas beyond technique; hopefully, we will hear more.

CONVERSATIONS [Spice Rack Records sr-101-53] is a bass duo with RODNEY
JORDAN & CHRISTIAN FABIEN. Recorded in 2019, the duo plays a program of
12 tracks of originals and non-originals. While I enjoy bass performances, I was
unmoved by this one. For me, it was a dull “conversation.” The performances and
technical liner notes may have greater value to students of the bass.
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Impulse Records has issued SOMEWHERE DIFFERENT [b0034001--02] by harpist
BRADLEE YOUNGER. I have always thought that to proclaim a record as “different”
is asking for comment. Younger states that she “hopes it is enjoyable to listen to and
that it is not hard to listen to and there’s nothing to be analyzed”. With that in mind,
I’d say that this is a success. But nothing new here for the seasoned jazz listener.

RE: CONNECTION [no label, 195269 097899] from bassist GREG LOUGHMAN
is a CDR housed in a single sleeve. But don’t judge music by its packaging, as
Loughman delivers some very sound music on this 2021 release. The all-original
program starts off with “Disunion,” a piece whose provenance goes back to the
Civil War with a connection to the abolitionist movement. The reflective and
tender tone of “Disunion” continues in the remaining six compositions which
provide opportunities for others, unlisted in the group, to solo. Music worthy of
more attention.
TOGETHER [Dropzone Jazz dzj202101] is a recent live recording of six well-known
standards performed by Alex Collins [p], Ryan Berg [b] and Karl Latham [drm].
The trio comes to the music in an unorthodox manner, often skipping the usual
theme and changes approach. The group is particularly effective on up-tempo
titles. KARL LATHAM is the producer of this session, and perhaps he is the reason
for the lively rhythm.

ALEX LEFAIVRE [b] features Parc X Trio, his quartet of Nicolas Ferron [gtr], Alain
Bourgeois [drm] and Erik Hove [as], on NAUFRAGES [Factor Records, no number].
There is some interesting playing from the guitarist on the six tracks recorded in
2021, but the drummer seems determined to turn the date into fusion. A missed
opportunity.

Bassist DAMON SMITH produced BASS DUOS 2000-2007 [no label bpa3cd] as
an impressive three discs of duos with bassists Peter Kowald, Joelle Leandre and
Bertram Turetzky. Kowald does most of the bow work on his duo set from 2000.
As expected, there is a certain energy and “harumph”, but I also detect a calming,
relaxed moment between the two bassists. Just this alone is important itself, and
therefore recommended. Joelle Leandre’s style is more impatient and more political
on the disc titled “Duos for Peter Kowald.” There are “Kowaldisms” there, but it’s
more Leandre. Turetzky’s duo was from 2007 and is more tutorial than freewheeling
bass duo. To these ears, Turetzky never lets loose.
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A RAILROAD SPIKE FORMS THE VOICE [Balance Point Acoustics 13013] is a 2014
recording with ROSCOE MITCHELL [saxphones], Sandy Ewen [gtr], Damon Smith [b]
and Weasel Walter [drm]. I have not been overly impressed with Mitchell’s work since
his time with the Art Ensemble of Chicago. Yet this one piece struck me as largely
successful, as the group had not recorded together prior to meeting. As a result,
the quartet did not have the opportunity for an imposed structure. Of course, the
absence of structure is still structure, and the brilliance here is how well the quartet
navigates the freedom. Their instincts guide them through the 72 minutes of music
with seemingly few pileups or collisions. Good listening from beginning to end, with
excellent liner notes by Clifford Allen.
ALEX WARD has a considerable discography of more than 30 years involvement
with free jazz. His latest opus in this area is GATED [Discus Records 114cd], an epic
production of 10 compositions. Ward programed all the instruments – reeds, guitars,
keys, bass, etc. – for some exciting, but tiring listening. It is today’s modern one-man
band, but with better audio than in the past. The CD is dedicated to Simon H. Fell
(1959-2020), whose death was largely unreported.

The death of LOL COXHILL [ss] however, in 2012, at the age of 79 was more
widely reported. New Coxhill recordings are few and far between. One of the
few is COXHILL ’85 (Slam Records cd 2114], an informal 1985 solo recording from
The Gibbs Club in Cardiff, Wales. There are 12 tracks, four of which are dialogues
where Coxhill speaks to the audience about his instruments or music. Apart from
“I Thought About You,” all tunes are Coxhill originals. Even so, Coxhill borrows from
“A Closer Walk with You” and “Night in Tunisia”. The good news is that this session
is a valuable addition to Coxhill’s discography. The bad news is that this was George
Haslam’s final release. Let’s applaud Haslam for his efforts over the years.
Leo Feigin, the engine behind Leo Records, either has lots of resources behind him
or he simply is nuts for producing hundreds of recordings documenting music more
extreme than “free (jazz) music”. One of the new ones from Leo is BROOKLYN
MISCHIEFS [Leo Records lr901], a duo with SIMON NABATOV [p] and MICHAÉL
ATTIAS [as]. The two work-through five improvisations on this 2014 date. Both artists
are well-traveled in improvised music with Attias based more in free-bop and Nabatov traveling into a more extreme sound.
ENRICO PIERANUNZI [p] and THOMAS FONNESBÆK [b] reach common
ground on THE REAL YOU [Stunt Records stucd 20132], a set dedicated to
Bill Evans. Pieranunzi proves once again that he is one of the giants of living jazz
pianists and, based on this recording, a composer of some substance, as well.
The program features 13 compositions from the two players, plus two from Bill
Evans. A fine recording carefully wrought and well worth your time and attention.
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SONGS FROM MY FATHER [Whaling City Sounds was 131] is the latest from
GERRY GIBBS, this one featuring his Thrasher Dream Trios. Recorded in 2020 and
2021, the double CD highlights four sets of trios, and overall, the music is excellent.
The various trios play 17 compositions of Gibbs’ father Terry Gibbs, now 96. Gerry
Gibbs plays drums with each trio — Kenny Barron [p] and Buster Williams [b]; Patrice
Rushen [p] and Larry Goldings [org]; and Geoff Keezer [p] and Christian McBride
[b]. Two of the 19 tracks deviate from the trio set up — a 1961 quartet side spliced
in with additional help from Gibbs and Goldings, and a track with Chick Corea. I
found this recording very enjoyable because of the variety the music offers and the
exceptional performances of all involved. It all works to meet my needs for creative,
improvised music.
Pianist BILLY TEST just released COMING DOWN ROSES [ATM Records atm-01] as
a trio that includes Evan Gregor [b] and Ian Froman [dms]. Test dwells little on the
themes of the seven originals and two standards featured on this release. Like Bill
Evans, once he starts his improvisations, they are lines from his mind and off they go.
If this were a test, Billy and the trio would have passed with ease. A record to listen
to for every note.

THE MASK-ERADE IS OVER [Summit Records smt-764] is the fourth release on
Summit for pianist DAVE MILLER. Miller is a player with wide abilities and styles
— bop, pop, jazz, and stage standards, a little of this, a little of that. The fourteen
tracks on this release are all played with vigor and joy, thanks to the support of
Andrew Higgins [b] and Bill Belasco [drm]

Pianist SATOKO FUJII, like Ivo Perelman, and Ken Vandermark, is one of the
most prolific of improvising musicians. One year she released one CD per month.
These CDs are attractive, well produced, and thoughtful, and in the past, I have
found them among the best recordings of the year. Recently more Fujii items have
appeared. HAZUKI [Libra Records 201-063] is a 2020 solo recording. The music,
much like blobs of paint placed thoughtfully on a canvas, is very impressionistic,
but it just does not hold together.
KESHIN [libra 102-064] is a 2020 duo from SATOKO FUJII [p] and NATSUKI
TAMURA [tpt]. This is a much more cogent set of music. The structure allows the
yin and yang of the artists to play off each other, over the seven originals.
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On MOON ON THE LAKE [Libra 203-065] SATOKO FUJII presents her Tokyo
Trio of Takashi Sugawa [b/cel] and Ittetsu Takemura [drm] for a set of five originals
recorded in 2020. The trio opens things even more on this release with the bass,
cello and drum giving the music more depth. The support encourages Fujii to make
some furious runs on the piano. Very satisfying listening.

PIANO MUSIC [Libra Records 201-067] is the most recent date from SATOKO FUJII.
You might find the title of this solo piano CD a misnomer, as one would be hard
pressed to hear one note that could be identified as sounding like a traditional
piano keyboard. Fujii has prepared her piano to produce a patchwork of sounds.
The result is a very industrial sound, a bit like sheets of metal rubbing tightly against
each other. My wife, who often wanders in to express her disdain for the music I am
listening to, asked, “What is that?” I demurred a tad with, “I could meditate to this.”

GOING UP [Stunt Records stucd 21032] is the newest release from SNORRE KIRK
[drm]. The nine originals on this set are very much in the mainstream style of Basie,
Ellington, Webster and Gonsalves. The quintet which includes Stephen Riley [ts],
Jan Harbeck [ts], Magnus Hjorth [p] and Anders Fjeldsted [b] is derivative of the
pre-bop era. If you are a mainstream fan, don’t hesitate to grab this beautiful
recording.

JOEL FRAHM [ts/ss] began recording with drummer Matt Wilson in the 1990s.
Since 2008, he has made six recordings with drummer Ernesto Cervini for the Anzic
label. Completing the trio, is bassist Dan Loomis. Their seventh collaboration is
THE BRIGHT SIDE [Anzic Records anz oo68]. The 10 tracks on this date include
tunes from the pens of Joe Henderson, Benny Golson and Omer Avital. There is a
sense of joy and looseness about this recording which I attribute to the trust and
history Frahm and Cervini have developed over the years.
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